The Full Lid
9th October 2020
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! Every Friday at 5pm I walk you through
what's interested me about pop culture this week. Sometimes that's deep dives,
sometimes it's ketchup recipes and soon? Taco Science. Yes.
Regardless of content, our mission here at The Full Lid is simple -- to give you
something fun to read in your inbox at the end of the week. Email, but good.
That's us.
As is always the case we also run interstitials between each section. This week,
those are the musical stylings of Tim Meredith, fellow Rusty Quiller (Quiller?
Quillnaut? Quillotron? I'll stop), part time Trexel Geistman and full time musical
genius.
So without further ado, let's Contents!
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Talking in Circles
I've been looking forward to Circles for some time. Brendon Connelly, the show's
creator, is an old friend and colleague and the idea is so fun. Here's the pitch:
Ten years ago, a group of kids and their dog defeated a demon.
It's back.
Or at least that's what seems to be happening in the claustrophobic opening
episode. Written and recorded in COVID lockdown, the show is focused on the
themes of family, isolation and what happens when our fragile bubbles are
shattered. I had the pleasure of chatting to Brendon and co-writers Jim Field and
James MacDonald about the show on Twitter. Which wouldn't unroll for some
reason, so nd the conversation trailhead below:

Find the whole conversation here

Trailers and the rst episode of Circles is available now on Spotify and wherever
you get your podcasts.

The Musical Stylings of Captain Bigtime: I've Got These Feelings (For Your Feelings)
From the epochal Rusty Quill 2020 Eurovision Special. This was my rst introduction to
Tim's work. It is seared into my brain.

E pur si muove: The World
Beyond The Walking Dead
Editor's note: minor spoilers for The Walking Dead series nale, Fear the
Walking Dead, and the rst two episodes of The Walking Dead: World Beyond
I love that phrase, supposedly used by Galielo to defend the fact the Earth
moves around the Sun. It's one of those perfect turns of phrase like 'cellar door'
and 'telephony in e gy'. I rst heard it used in an X-Files episode (try to at least
pretend to be shocked). All of which just shows the Overton Window for classical
quotes in genre ction has remained relatively stable over the last thirty years
E pur si muove -- And yet it moves.
I love the 'yet'. The incredulity, horror even, and certainly awe. It feels to me like
an older brother of the 'I said move and you're dead.'/'And I say I'm dead, and I
move.' exchange from The Crow. A pleasingly dark expression of wonder at
something just over there. For now.
Which brings us to The Walking Dead. The original comic ran from 2003 to 2019
with a near-continuous creative team. It followed Rick Grimes, a sheri 's deputy
injured in the line of duty who wakes from his coma to discover the world has
ended. The dead roam the streets, every city has fallen and Rick's singular
thought drive is to nd his wife and son. The series concluded years in the
future not just with the legacy of Rick and his choices secure, but with the
generation born with the dead taking the world back on their terms and on their
time. I loved the nal issue.
The TV show has run for ten years so far and will conclude with its 11th season
in 2022. Along the way it'll take in what no one is quite calling Season 10C; a
group of six standalone episodes designed to leverage the new demands of
lming in a COVID-19 world, set up the nal year, and test out the anthology
format one of its successors, Tales from the Walking Dead, will use. Tales will draw
from the show's vast back catalog of characters to explore it's history and
future, while the second spin o will focus on fan favorites Carol Peletier
(Melissa McBride) and Darryl Dixon (Norman Reedus). Assuming everything goes
to plan, those two new shows will slot into a pre-established ecosystem that
includes original spino Fear The Walking Dead, a trilogy of movies focusing on
Rick Grimes, and the nal year of World Beyond, the spino which launched this
week.

That is a lot of zombies. It would be easy to subscribe to the belief, often
enthusiastically espoused, that the show is just prepper porn in brutality
wrapper. I don't subscribe to that theory, although I do respect it. Instead, I'm
impressed not just by the sheer audacity of the expansion but the distance the
franchise has already covered from its start point.
The Walking Dead. And yet it moves.
Let's start with World Beyond, whose cast are pictured at the top of this piece.
The show is set ten years after the outbreak. That's loosely 2020, roughly
concurrently with season 10 of the core show. However it's set in Nebraska
where the core show is Atlanta and Fear is Texas so any crossover beyond
thematic isn't likely any time soon. World Beyond follows Irish (Alyiah Royale) and
Hope (Anissa Mansour) Bennett, the daughters of a scientist living and working
at Campus Colony. Close to a cure for the disease that reanimates the dead,
their father's been 'traded' with a secretive, military society called CRM. Arguably
for good reasons, Hope is suspicious, and when dad sends a teletype message
that things have gone south, she's proved right. Along with Silas (Hal Cumpston),
a huge, silent brooding kid and Elton (Nicolas Cantu), a small possible genius,
they set out to save him. It is absolutely a terrible -- understandable -- idea.
World Beyond is a di erent kind of show. The cast are all meant to be young
people (the oldest is 24). There's none of the creeping dread of Relearning How
To Society the original show was de ned by; these kids have known very little
outside Stay Inside and Aim for the Head. There's a weird privilege there,
psychologically. This is a society with watchtowers, an idyllic world precisely a
University campus wide. These children, to quote the exact song you're thinking
of, are quite aware of what they're going through. PTSD is as much a part of the
daily routine as the karate lessons Elton leads. Their lives revolve around the
same basic concept: accept how you feel, keep going, do better tomorrow if you
can, forgive yourself.
E pur si muove.
What makes the show to date is the sheer quality of the cast and the uniqueness
of their viewpoint. Elton is a polite, articulate fatalist who is curiously fascinated
by the idea of being part of the nal generation of humanity. Iris has been good
for so long she'd kill to be bad and pretty much does in the rst episode. Hope is
furious and guilt ridden and possibly suicidal and Silas is hiding behind his
frame. It's not quite 'a brain... and an athlete... and a basket case... a princess...
and a criminal' but you can bet it's being watched on campus movie night.
Best of all, it's not afraid to poke fun at its characters, and then use that as

leverage for sudden, explosive tone shifts. Iris' rst kill starts as a 'FOR NOW I
AM WOMAN' moment and is used as dramatic punctuation at the end of the
rst episode. The rst time we see her in the second episode it's instantly
revealed to be a catastrophe as she hacks at the walker for ages before
accidentally impaling it on a spike. She gets up, smiles, gloats, pukes, mutters
'That's what you get' wipes her mouth and walks o . It's funny and terrifying and
then when you realize how little she's learned it's REALLY terrifying.
This is not your parents' Walking Dead and that's the point. From the age of the
cast to the format and the nish date (Beyond is locked at two years) this feels
like a feeder story which may spin other people o into other stories. For now
though it's an emotionally complex, nuanced and kind show about a generation
who are wounded, terri ed and know they deserve better. It's very much what
The Walking Dead needs to be in 2020. I'm a fan.

While stylistically World Beyond is the furthest from TWD's roots, the original
spino Fear The Walking Dead has covered the most ground. It is a deeply
strange beast, one of the few shows I've seen not only survive a near 98% cast
turnover but emerge as a stronger, weirder, kinder story.
The original concept was the lives of a single family in the run-up and immediate
aftermath of the dead rising. The Clark-Manawas were a blended family led by
Madison Clark (Kim Dickens) and Travis Manawa (Cli Curtis). Their kids included
highly competent and overlooked Alicia (Alycia Debenham-Carey), not quite
recovering drug addict Nick (Frank Dillane) and perma-doomed Chris (Lorenzo
James Henrie). They were aided -- ...? Let's go with aided -- by fast-talking
conman Victor Strand (Colman Domingo) and the Salazar family, led by Rubén

Blades as patriarch Daniel.
If that looks like a massive cast that could not in any way be well served by the
source material then have a cookie. The rst two seasons of FTWD struggle with
giving everyone enough to do and nding a purpose beyond '...run!' They also
have a similar issue to early seasons of Torchwood: the central events become so
grim and horri c that the show echoes around that single note. The world is
ending, everything is awful and no one is happy may be accurate but it doesn't
make for tremendously entertaining viewing.
And yet, it moves. Moved.
Fear The Walking Dead's sixth season is about to start; only three of the starting
characters remain. Over the middle three seasons FTWD systematically dove into
the neuroses of its principle characters, explored them, and one by one cut
them loose. It turned the character's constant motion into an engine for
exploring their new world and ne-tuning the show's format. An extended stay
at a luxury hotel with an undead problem was used to explore the fracturing
family dynamic of the survivors. A survivalist compound on native land allowed
the show to pivot to questions of race and societal structure at the same time as
giving Nick a jet black near-romance with one of the ranch leaders, Troy Otto (a
starmaking turn by Dan Sharman). In one of the show's rare missteps, Strand
coming out as gay was botched with an interminable plot that included a
doomed lover and the extreme far end of Catholicsm. Nick became the rst
character to work out how to walk among the dead and society began to rebuild,
explored through a brush re war over control of a dam. Characters often ended
up on the wrong side or changed sides and the show was able to turn it'
fundamental unease about what it was into a fundamental unease that the
characters felt.
E pur si muove. The only problem was where.

If you're new to Fear The Walking Dead, start with season 4. This is the show's
season long re-boot and with one exception, it works far better than anyone
could have expected.
Season 4 follows Morgan (Lennie James) as he leaves the original series and sets
o on his own. He runs into John Dorie (Garret Dillahunt) followed by a
journalist named Althea (Maggie Grace), a whole lot of trouble and the survivors
of season 3. The manner in which they meet is so audacious you can't help but
be sucked in. And then the show splits in two: Morgan and the others as they
slowly work out how to be a unit, and the nal days of the Clark-Manawas
leading up to season 4.
Backwards and forwards motion. But motion still.
James is one of the nest actors of his generation and The Walking Dead -- a
show that for far too long had a revolving door installed for it's black male
characters -- gave him some deeply chewy, profoundly moving things to do.
Morgan originally appeared in the very rst episode and nally returned as a
major character years later. Like everyone who makes it, he has a nervous
breakdown. Like everyone who's still in the show, he deals with it. Don't miss the
stunning episode 'Here's Not Here' (I could, and should, and probably will, write
about it at length at some point.) which explores exactly how Morgan recovered.
With that trauma in his rear view, Morgan ts into the new Fear The Walking Dead
like a glove. Althea is collecting the video testimony of every survivor she nds.
John is searching for his girlfriend and hiding his own terror behind the cowboy
trappings he loves. The survivors of the original cast are near-feral, desperate,

grief-stricken and just need someone to listen to them. Morgan needs people to
trust and be trusted by. The two groups come together in a manner that feels
deserved and careful, survivors uniting out of necessity and only then a ection
and respect. By the end of season 4, the show is about showing other survivors
there's something more to life. Leading by example instead of leading by
attrition.

Heady, admirable stu . It's also very nearly the only thing that could balance out
the rst few seasons' use of bury your gays, every Mexican trope you can think
of and the odd, o -camera death of Madison. Kim Dickens emerged, very
quickly, as the powerhouse of the show's initial cast and Madison is a deeply
fascinating character, one that I'd argue arrived onscreen a few years ahead of
her time. Unapologetic, brutal but desperate to save as many people as
possible, her hard-fought pragmatism tipped perilously close to outright
(intentional) racism.
If there's a through-line in those rst four years it's Madison's dark night of the
soul. When that ends, and when she does, the show by de nition has to evolve.
A character-centric narrative becomes world-centric. The focus shifts from
family to found family. And yet it moves.
But in this instance, it's hard not to shake the suspicion it's moved too far,
leaving behind some it shouldn't have. Dickens' Madison was one of the few
middle-aged female protagonists on western TV and she was written with
remarkable depth and daring. Her death was part of the increasingly traditional
new showrunner cull but it still stung both for her and for the audience. There
have been increasingly solid hints she's returning in season six (if we don't see
the body, they're still alive) but it's early days yet. Plus, even if she did return
there's a worry the franchise would be leaning on some of the carnival barker
tricks it used to be overly fond of. Madison becomes a legacy to live up to, but
she's moved o screen for that to happen and that feels reductive. (Madison's

return is being teased in a very unusual way.)
And yet, it moves. Even if this time it took a while to pick a direction.

Which brings us here.
This is a shot from 'A Certain Doom', the season 10 nale of The Walking Dead
and the last episode we'll get of the core show until next year. The moment
depicted above includes characters from three separate iterations of The
Walking Dead, which has long since stopped following Rick Grimes' group of
itinerant murder nomads and become about the reconstruction of the world.
Multiple colonies have joined forces and others have been introduced, including
the CRM who have now appeared in all three shows. Time has passed, society
has grown. This is no longer a post-apocalyptic story but a post-post apocalyptic
story, one about what happens after, what happens next.
It has not been a smooth journey. The revolving door on male characters of
color was very real and isn't entirely gone. The semi-annual cull most de nitely
is still in e ect. Angela Kang, former writer for the show and current
showrunner, marked her promotion with the death of three main characters. It
would be easy to charge the show with being cheap with life but in this instance
at least it truly wasn't. Those deaths have resonated down the entire season and
their consequences are still felt at the end of the nale. The show is at its best
when it's like this -- treating life not as cheap but as fragile even in this brave
new world. Kang was always one of the show's best writers and is already on
course to be one of its best showrunners, keeping the show moving forward but
never cheapening those left behind.

The Walking Dead, in both primary forms, has become one of the most important
works of modern post-apocalyptic ction in the west, breaking new territory in
the eld and using it to bring its characters to the fore every chance it gets. It's
still cheerfully grim but the enthusiasm for violence fades over time, even
among the show's most brutal characters. What replaces it is the belief both that
their lives are worth ghting for and that everyone can be forgiven enough to be
welcomed into those lives.
E pur si muove. And yet, it moves. Towards a better world and the redemption,
or equilibrium, that entails.
A comic series. Three live action TV shows with two more on the way. A movie
series. The end of the world has been here for ten years now, a statement that
never resonated so hard. And now, when we need it the most, it seems poised
to show us it's never The End. Community and safety can be one and the same
and we can all get to the point where we have both. No one is damned. No one
is left behind (not anymore at any rate) and no one stops working, no one stops
moving.
E pur si muove. And still it moves. And so do we.
The Walking Dead and The Walking Dead: World Beyond air on Mondays on Sky in
the UK. Fear The Walking Dead returns later this month.
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Lytton
Editor's note: spoilers for issue 1
You can't keep a good man down. Or Gustave Lytton.

Mercenary, Dalek adjutant and ultimately a victim of the Cybermen, Lytton was a
memorable gure in the 1980s iteration of the show, appearing in Resurrection
of the Daleks and Attack of the Cybermen. In the interim, he got up to all sorts of
very unpleasant things. This is one of those stories.
Cutaway Comics plan to do for Doctor Who comics what Big Finish continue to
do for audio. While Titan hold the rights to the Doctor and the associated
monsters, lesser known characters are more widely available -- a good thing and
an opportunity for mischief. In the hands of his creator, Eric Saward, Lytton
becomes the rst one through the door with Omega. A return to Paradise
Towers is also planned.
As far as I can tell this is Saward's rst comic and it does not show. Lytton's
precise, measured tone is a perfect t and provides a point of stillness for the
entire story to revolve around. Barry Renshaw on art duties, backs that up with a
raucous collection of rain-slicked London neo-noir and some gorgeous character
work. Lytton is every inch the long, straight, silent menace he was in the show.
His batman, Wilson, is his polar opposite -- a reluctant Horatio to his Hamlet.
The two bounce o each other in fun, sparky, dark exchanges. These are men
who walk down mean streets out of choice, and have decided they rather like it.

As the issue progresses the denizens of those streets get stranger in the best
Doctor Who tradition. Lytton and his club seem mildly unstuck dimensionally;
the crowds he entertains are all masked and dressed radically di erently.
Something awful is in the sewers under 1975 London, too, and a local xer is
looking for 'Eve' while Lytton's assistant Ms L tends to a prisoner only they know

about. Then there's the small matter of the dimensionally-eccentric weapons
vault under the city and what Lytton will do to access it.
A solid rst act, the narrative hands you every jigsaw piece and then times you
as you put things together. There's a welcome urgency, balanced with
occasional brutality that Renshaw depicts with the same un inching eye as
Lytton, the usual perpetrator.
But what's going to bring you back here is the complexity. This is a fun story
about a very bad man, the people he stands next to, and how they feel about
that. It's set on that one street everyone nds once in London and if you're
lucky, you leave before the pubs empty. It's measured and calm and complex.
The moments that jar (one out t, the casual racism of one character) are very
much of their time, though of course that doesn't forgive them, and Saward
gives them context.
This is a very strong debut from Cutaway and the best possible start for their
deep dive into the weirder elements of Who's back catalogue. The issue also
features an interview with Saward and physical copies come with some fun
extras.
If you like your comics glowing with rain-slicked sodium light, or you want to see
the spotlight cast on someone very di erent, this is absolutely for you.
Lytton issue 1 is available widely now, priced £4.99. Learn more about what
Cutaway is up to.

The Musical Stylings of Captain Bigtime: Can't Happen Here

Want More?

Signal Boost
Art

The amazing Z (LOOK AT THE ART THEY DID OF MARGUERITE AND I ON
THE STREAM! IT'S WONDERFUL!) is doing #Sawtober, in which they
illustrate a victim from the Saw movies in glorious, or perhaps, gorious
colour.
The extraordinary John Picacio is doing another delivery run this week for
his hauntingly beautiful Calavera masks.
Books
Kit Gonzo brings news of The Many Deaths of Edgar Allan Poe, an anthology
investigating the odd circumstances of the grandfather of modern horror's
demise. It looks fantastic.
Amanda McColgan brings news of the third series of their web serial, New
Winslow, about a cursed New England town and it's denizens. Find it on
Twitter.
Ricardo Victoria's Tempered Blades: The Withered King is on sale
throughout October.
Joyce Reynolds-Ward has news of her The Martinere Trilogy, an agripunk
near future corporate soap opera. Volume 1 launches on the 15th.
Amber Bird just launched Peace Maker, the second book in her series. As
Amber puts it: "Hackers, mind control, the occasional explosion! Plus a
main character who, like me, is #ActuallyAutistic" Find out much more
here.
Tyler Hayes' wonderful The Imaginary Detective balances noir, toy dinosaurs
and whimsy beautifully. You should check it out as well as Tyler's press
page.
Karen Osborne's debut, The Architects of Memory, is out now! Orbital
salvage, super weapons and intrigue abound and I can't wait to read it.
Coming soon to a future TFL.
Annamarabella Grumble is currently writing a novelette on her Patreon
based on alternate #Inktober prompts. It sounds GREAT.
Games
Mother Lands is live! This all Black and POC crew lead by the brilliant Tanya
'Cypher' DePass (founder of I Need Diverse Games) launched Episode 0 of

their Twitch-funded Afro-futurist liveplay setting this week. Catch new
episodes every Sunday.
Amazing friend Danie Ware brings news of Handiwork Games' giving their
award-winning 5e Beowulf campaign a print run.
Washburn_IL is developing a 'grounded and gritty fantasy sandbox ttRPG'.
Join their Discord to nd out more.
Widdershins is crowdfunding now, based on the Whyborne & Gri n
romance series by Jordan L Hawk. Find the campaign here.
Podcasts
Em Walker's The Spooky Sapphic Storyteller just hit episode 4! Em is trying
for 500 followers and is raising money to help pay for voice actors. They've
recently been made unemployed so please help out if you can.
My old friend Gdwessel is back with episode 50 of his pro wrestling
podcast Strong Style Story, talking Jericho's 30th anniversary.
People
Aidan Moher's AstroLabe also continues to be just a joyful sprint through
the genre with Aidan's unique perspective.
John Skylar continues to grow his COVID science communications
newsletter, COVID Transmissions.
Andrew Liptak's new newsletter, Transfer Orbit is all about the changes SF
is undergoing.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here, get
in touch.

The Musical Stylings of Captain Bigtime: Better From Further Away

Where You Can Find Me This
Week
Twitch
GEESE CRIMES CONTINUE! The honks and bonks abound as Marguerite
and I assist the denizens of the village in having lovely days. And by that I
mean we steal their bell and torment them.
The city's only defenders are a bread wizard, her street thief buddy. a
terri ed Duchess and a handful of guards. Someone's getting exiled in this
week's instalment of A Wizard's Guide to Defensive Baking by Ursula Vernon.
Hopeless odds? Dougn't Stop Believin'.
Over at Rusty Quill I nished J. Sheridan Le Fanu's pre-pre-Dracula vampire
novelette Carmilla. Come for the story, stay for the Shenanigans.
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 724: Flash on the Borderlands LIII: What Dreams May Come
Written by Lyndsie Manusos, Eugenia Triantafyllou and Sarah Read
Narrated by Omega Francis, Carly Bergey and Madeline Ruth Somerville

Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Marty Perrett
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/ Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! A short intense week following another short, intense
week but we're hanging in there and hopefully so are you.
Take a stretch, hydrate, move around a little. You've got this.
TFL will return next week. The Team KennerStuart Instagram is always there and
we're always on the Twitters but NOT always doom scrolling! Mostly! Hurray!
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar or sign up for The Full Lid Plus, my monthly
subscription substack where I'm deep-diving into the Disney+ back catalog. And
thank you :).
Playing us out this week is Captain Bigtime's actual 70's spy thriller birthday
theme for me, commissioned by Marguerite and performed (WITH COMBAT
BONGOS!) by Tim. Go forth! Dare mighty things! Become uncomfortable with
the slow zoom on my face! Buy him a co ee!
And one more thing?

That's a Full Lid.
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